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Abstract: This project has comprised design, analysis, laboratory testing, and field testing of
insulated drill pipe (IDP). This paper will briefly describe the earlier work, but will focus on
results from the recently-completed field test in a geothermal well.

Rationale: IDP can reduce bottomhole temperatures while drilling geothermal wells. Cooler
drilling conditions will preserve the drilling fluid, enhance bit life, reduce corrosio~ and permit the
use of downhole drilling motors, tools, and instrumentation which are now unusable in geothermal
wells because of high temperature. Each of theseproblemscan be attackedby individualtechnology
developments,but all of them can be solvedor greatlymitigatedby simplycoolingthe downhole
environmentwith insulateddrill pipe,whichdeliversdrillingfluidto the bottomof the hole at a much lower
temperaturethan conventionaldrillpipe (CDP). Insulated drill pipe can be used immediately in
conventional rotary drilling, and can aid development of advanced or revolutionary drilling
systems by mitigating the high temperatures which complicate the evolution of new technology.

Technical Background: Sandia National Laboratories first considered IDP in the 1980s as an
essential part of the Magma Energy Program, which examined the feasibility of energy extraction
from molten rock and analysis at that timel indicated its significant benefits. %ndia contracted
two service companies to prepare prototype designs, but the Program was discontinued before
any sample pipe could be built. The concept then lay dormant until Drill Cool Systems (DCS), a
subsidiruy of Kern Steel Fabrication in Bakersfield, C& became interested in pursuing IDP as a
business line. As part of a Geothermal Drilling Organization (GDO) project, DCS built prototype
joints of IDP for lab tests and then a 55oo’ string of IDP to be tested and used in the field. Basic
design of the pipe (Figure 1) is a double-wall tube with conventional 5“ drill pipe on the outside,
3.5” tubing welded to the inside of it7and a ceramic insulating material in the annulus formed by
the internal upset of the drill pipe.

[insert Figure 1]

Laboratory tests to confirm the original analyses included structural tests (to evaiuate the
mechanical support provided by the insulating material) with strain gages on the inside and
outside tubes; and a thermal test (to evaluate the effective conductivity) with water flowing inside
the pipe and in the annulus between the pipe and a test chamber made fi-oma piece of casing
(Figure 2). A major result of the thermal test was to establish the effective thermal conductivity
of the composite pipe, including the uninsulated tool joints, as approximately 2 BTU/hr-ft-F,
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[insert Figure 2]

compared to a standard value for steel of approximately 25 BTU/hr-ft-F. Afler these tests
confirmed the analyses, DCS constructed a string of IDP and it is a test of this string of pipe that
is described here.

Test Plan and Configuration: The test was done in an Imperial Valley well that had the
undisturbed temperature profile shown in Figure 3 (temperature profiles in the well before the
CDP and IDP tests are also shown.) Summary test plan was to circulate first through the CDP at
two different flow rates, then pull out of the hole, wait for it to return to approximately the same
beginning temperature profile as for the CDP, run in the hole with IDP, and circulate through the
IDP at the same two flow rates as before. Another important objective of the test was to collect
data for verification of GEOTEMP2, the sofiware used since the beginning of the project to
calculate effects of using IDP. At the time of the test, the well had casing/liner set to
approximately 4100’ but had not had the plug drilled out (i.e., there was no open hole, and no
possibility of lost circulation.)

[insert Figure 3]

Temperature was measured before and after each test with Sandia’s resistance temperature tool
and logging truck, and was measured during circulation with fiber-optic sensors both inside the
drill pipe and strapped to the outside of the drill pipe. Other test parameters measured at the
surface were flow rate, fluid temperature into the mud pumps, fluid temperature out of the flow
line, and standpipe pressure while pumping. The optical fibers were encased and protected by
capillary tubing, and the cap tubing inside the drill pipe was also used to suspend a Sandia
pressure/temperature memory tool that stored bottomhole data for retrieval after each test.

Test Results: About 34 hours after the last drilliig activity in the hole (cleaning out cement after
liner was cemented and turning hole over from mud to water) a temperature log of the hole was
done and the conventional (4-1/2”, 16.6 lb/ft) drill pipe was run in to 3600’ (the pipe did not go
all the way to the bottom of the liner because two 4000’ pieces of optical fiber were not
available.) Circulation was begun at 300 gpm until one wellbore volume was displaced and then
reduced to 150 gpm. At3er circulating at this rate for 2.5 hours, the flow rate was increased to
500 gpm for 2.8 hours. Results of this test are shown in Figure 4 (in each curve, the lefi-hand
side is temperature in the drill pipe fid the right-hand side is the annulus.) This figure also shows
a comparison between actual temperatures measured by the fiber-optic sensors and predicted
values calculated by GEOTEMP2; this agreement is generally good.

[insert Figure 4]

Following this series of circulations, the CDP was pulled out and logs were taken to veri&
temperature recovery, After the wellbore temperature came back to approximately the same
profile as before the CDP test, the IDP was run into the hole. The same test procedure as for the
CDP was followed, although circulation was not maintained for as long a time because
temperature variation was less with the IDP.
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When beginning circulation at 150 gpm, the slug of hot water at the bottom of the hole moved up
the annulus without the cooling effect normally contributed by the cool down-going fluid in the
drill pipe. This meant that the much higher return temperatures caused some of the annular flow
to flash to “steambefore temperatures stabilized. With the optical-fiber temperature profile
measured in the anmdus, however, it was possible to see the “bubble” of hot fluid moving up the
annulus in real time, so that the driller could be aware of approaching boiling-point water. A
time-lapse snapshot of annular temperatures is shown in Figure 5. If a drilling situation dictates ‘
that excess return temperatures after resuming circulation are not acceptable, a few stands of
conventional drill pipe could be placed at the top of the drill string to cool the returns as they near
the surface; the CDP could then be quickly removed and replaced with IDP for drilling.

[insert Figure 5]

The critical aspect of pertlormance, however, is comparison of temperature with CDP and IDP at
the same flow rate, having started at roughly the same wellbore temperature profile and circulated
for comparable times. This is shown in Figure 6. After approximately one hour of circulation,
bottom-hole temperature is 224% with CDP compared to 112% with IDP at 150 gpm flow rate,
which is similar to flow rates used with downhole motors. This bottomhole temperature is that
which would be seen by downhole motors, steering tools, or measurement-while-drilling (MWD)
instrumentation – even in this relatively cool well the temperature reduction is substantial.

[insert Figure 6]

It is important to note that the bottom-hole cannot be significantly cooled by only lowering the
mud inflow temperature; in the (calculated) case of CDP at 150 gpm illustrated by Figure 4, for
example, lowering the inflow temperature by 20% would only lower the bottom-hole temperature
by 5.8%.

Hydraulics: Because the IDP has a smaller average ID than the CDP (3.068” constant versus
3.826” pipe with 2.812” tool joints), there is a greater pressure drop through the RIP at
equivalent flow rates. Frictional pressure loss can be measured by combining standpipe and
bottomhole pressures with static head of water at the appropriate temperature. At 500 gp~
pressure drops were 0.204 psihl in the IDP and 0.156 psihl in the CDP. This difference is less
than might be expected from consideration of the diameters, but the tool-joint diameter reduction
apparently has a substantial effect on pressure drop in the 4- 1/2” drill pipe.

Extrapolation of results: Based on the test results and on generally good agreement between
the GEOTEMP2 model and actual temperatures, we can extrapolate predictions of IDP
performance in deeper, hotter wells. One of the major considerations about using insulated pipe
in a deep well is its greater weight (approximately 33 lb/ft.) Because of the weight and expense, it
may be cost-effective for only pact of the drill string to be IDP, and it is useiid to know where in
the string the IDP should be placed. Figure 7 shows calculations based on the assumption of a
10,000 foot well with a characteristic geothermal profile having the highest temperature gradient
near the surface. More than half the drill string is conventional drill pipe, but the curves show the
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effect of 4,000’ of IDP placed at the top, bottom, and middle of the string. Full IDP and CDP
strings are also included for comparison. Key points are summarized in the table below.

[insert Figure 7]

All CDP All IDP 4K’ of IDP 4K’ of IDP 4K’ of IDP
@ top @ bottom in middle

Returns temp., F 163 196 182 170 175
BH fluid ternp., F 401 165 232 278 250
Max fluid temp., F 406 215 244 306 261

These calculations are encouraging, because they indicate that, if only part of the drillstring is
IDP, it is most advantageous to have it at the top. Weight and strength considerations indicate
that the heaviest drill pipe should go at the top of the string anyway, so this is the optimum
placement for at least two reasons. In brie~ the use of only 4,000’ of IDP in a 10,000’ drillstring
can lower both bottomhole and maximum fluid temperatures from over 4000F to under 2500F,
which is a critical difference for many types of tools that use downhole electronics. The maximum
temperatures can also be critical when using heat-sensitive mud additives that deteriorate if fluids
exceed a temperature limit.

Fluid return temperatures are 163% for CDP and 196% for IDP. Although this may mean that
surface mud coolers will be required more often with IDP, it also indicates that more heat is being
removed fi-omthe wellbore, and therefore formation temperatures will be lower after drilliig with
IDP. This will be highly beneficial for cementing casing.

An alternative case with the same surface and bottomhole temperatures, but with the high thermal
gradient deeper in the well (break point in the hi-linear temperature profile is 400% at 7000’),
shows that position of the IDP is not as important and IDP does not change performance as much
in this case. This is reasonable because the fluid is exposed to a lower average temperature during
circulation. A summary of these results is shown below.

All CDP All IDP 4K’ of IDP 4K’ of IDP 4K’ of IDP
@ top @ bottom in m“iddle

Returns ternp., F 136 154 146 140 142
BH fluid temp., F 290 146 196 203 192
Max fluid temp., F 297 177 205 225 206

Summary: Field test results are consistent with earlier analyses and laboratory tests, all of which
support the conclusion that insulated drill pipe can have a very significant effect on circulating
fluid temperatures. This will enable the use of downhole motors and steering tools in hot wells,
and will reduce corrosion, deterioration of drilling fluids, and heat-induced failures in other
downhole components.
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